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Sanjauli College <principalsanjauli@gmail.com>

REGARDING PLACEMENTS
OFFICE ADMIN <officeadmin@stellarchd.com> Wed, Feb 1, 2023 at 5:28 PM
To: Sakshi Mehta <sakshi.mehta@stellarchd.com>
Bcc: principalsanjauli@gmail.com

Dear Sir/Ma’am,

Greetings for the day!

 

Hope you are doing well, By considering the volatile scenario in the IT industry, we have worked on strategizing the
Internship programs. We will be offering the below-mentioned Internship offers for your college

 

1. Paid Internship Program:

 

We will charge 50000/- from the candidate and they will be provided free training on the following
skillset.

 

a. Oops concepts
b. Microsoft Technologies (.NET, .NET Core)
c. JavaScript
d. Dev Ops
e. Python
f.  AI/ML

 

After completing 6 months training, they will get the chance to work on real life products/projects with our
developers. We will start paying them a stipend of minimum 10000/- per month and it may go up to 20000/-
for extra ordinary skilled candidates. So practically, candidates will gain the following:

 

·         They will receive a free of cost training and will end up earning by the end of year.

·         They will learn, practice and will have hands-on experience on all the latest technologies
including AI & ML.

·         They will get the exposure on the latest know-how in the development segment.

·         They have a great chance to be placed with our highly skilled development team.

·         Even if they would wish to move to other company, they will get the preference, because of their
training and domain knowledge is better than their competitors.

 

 

2. Free Internship Program:

We will have a tie-up with the College/University directly, College/University will be responsible for
the completion of 1 year tenure of the students.
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Above mentioned programs are ideal for students who are about to start their last semester OR they are in their
second  last semester. Any student who has passed out, must possess the abovementioned skills to appear in the
Interview for the placement.

 

3. And we have other openings in

Quality Analyst ( BCA, BBA)

Customer Support( BCA, BBA candidates with excellent communication skills )

 

For the above two positions, We will have a tie-up with the College/University directly, College/University will be
responsible for the completion of 1-year tenure of the students. Students who are in second last semester is the best
suitable match for the positions .

 

The starting stipend for selected candidates ( graduate)is Rs 10000 and can go up to 15000 for the deserving
candidates .

The starting stipend for selected candidates ( pursuing graduate)is Rs 9000 and can go up to 12000 for the deserving
candidates.

 

 

Looking forward to have a lasting association with you.

 

 

Thanks & Regards

Sakshi Mehta

General Manager

Stellar Data Solutions Private Limited

(An ISO 27001:2015 Certified Company)

Phone:        +91-172-5003-899 

Mobile:       +91-9877122887

Address:       S C O 128-129 Level III Sector 34A

                  Chandigarh. India - 160022

Web:          https://stellarshell.com, https://thecyberforensics.com

                  https://campuslivecloud.com, https://recoveryandforensic.com

Email:         contact@stellarshell.com
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